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ABSTRACT
Public displays, mobile phones, and personal computers have
become pervasive in public spaces. Yet, developing, deploying and maintaining applications that promote spontaneous interaction between displays on these devices is often
challenging. We present the Really Easy Displays (RED)
Framework that provides easy development and deployment
of multi-display applications. The Framework leverages the
concept of an Internet of Things where physical (people,
places, sensors and actuators) and digital entities (applications, paragraphs, images, etc.) are able to interact with
each other. This video outlines the motivation for our framework, talks through its usage and demonstrates the ease of
developing and deploying a number of sample applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been significant research activity in the Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) community in recent years to investigate issues related to pervasive displays. These have included deployment considerations [2], technologies [6], their
role in public places [1] and communities [5]. Although displays are pervasive components of our world, developing and
deploying applications that provide spontaneous interaction
in multi-display scenarios is often challenging. In our own
research over the last 6 years we have been exploring the use
of pervasive displays in public settings, initially focussing on
the necessary infrastructure for such displays [3], on engagement and casual use and more recently on understanding the
core design issues when pairing personal displays with large
screens [4]. During the course of this research, we have developed and deployed a large number of infrastructure components and applications and have identified a number of key
‘practical’ issues associated with the development, deploy-

ment and maintenance of multi-display applications. These
include supporting and facilitating spontaneous interaction
between devices (e.g. phones and situated screens) without
the need for specialized software or hardware; simplifying
application development, deployment, and maintenance to
encourage the creation of a viable ecosystem for pervasive
displays; and providing an easy-to-understand ontology of
elements for multi-display interaction (e.g. gestural data,
data streams, display content, context) that can be assembled together to create interactive applications.
To meet these needs, we propose the Really Easy Displays
(RED) Framework that leverages web technologies and an
Internet of Things approach to allow the easy combination
of physical objects (situated screens and mobile phones) and
content often found associated with such objects (text, images, or videos). In turn, these collections of physical and
digital “things” can together form interactive applications
that span multiple types of displays (mobile phones, tablets,
large screens) and development platforms (Windows, Linux,
Android, iOS). In this paper we discuss the motivation for
our work, and how it has shaped the design of the RED
Framework for cross-display interactive applications. We
provide an overview of the framework’s architecture and
illustrate its ease of use. We discuss the lessons learned
from initial usage of the Framework, and outline future work
needed to improve the proposed technology.

2.

MOTIVATION

The proliferation of public displays and personal devices
such as cell phones or tablets offers a unique and growing
environment for multi-screen interaction.To support these
and similar requirements we designed a set of abstractions
and developed a core publish/subscribe platform providing
RESTful web services to allow for the easy development of
interactive multi-display applications. Once built, we have
used this platform to develop and deploy several applications that explored use of personal mobile devices and large
public screens. According to our previous findings, mobile
phones play a significant role when more interaction accuracy or privacy is required. These personal displays promote
a stronger feeling of possession, reducing the embarrassment
of utilizing public screens. Large displays, by contrast, allow
for an increased sense of social engagement and accessibility
of content to a broader audience.

We have found [4] that two of the most critical challenges for
building applications in such multi-display public scenarios
are firstly, promoting spontaneous interaction by simplifying
the flow from bystanders to actors, and secondly, leveraging
complementary capabilities from different types of displays
(e.g. mobile phones, large displays). Spontaneous interaction with situated displays is difficult to achieve partly because of the need for people to install custom mobile phone
applications to support interaction, and partly because developing applications for multi-display applications requires
the use of technology native to each kind of display, and
custom protocols to communicate between displays. The
plethora of operating systems, mobile platforms (e.g. Windows, Linux, Android, iOS) and display devices makes this
task challenging.

3.

THE RED FRAMEWORK

The Really Easy Displays Framework (Figure 1) consists of
three layers. 1) A supporting infrastructure providing a suitable ontology, protocols and data management (the Thing
Broker ), 2) an application container, either web-based or
native to a display, providing a) contextualization of interaction flow based on place or coupled devices, and and b)
access to native capabilities of a display – like accelerometer or camera –, and 3) a DOM manipulation layer based
on Javascript, which provides control of displays and easy
access to data.

3.1

4.

The Thing Broker provides a data model supporting the
notion of “things” as a way to encapsulate multiple types
of data sources and real-world objects. The Application
Container is formed of two components: 1) a native mobile container and b) a web-accessible container. The native
mobile container provides access to device-dependent capabilities or sensors (e.g. camera, or accelerometers), while the
web-accessible container provides interaction flow threading
depending on contextual information. The third layer of
the RED Framework provides an jQuery based API to develop multi-display applications following conventions used
to create web documents.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the Really Easy Displays (RED) Framework, a set of technologies that can be used to develop,
deploy and maintain multi-display applications. The RED
Framework leverages web documents to create interactive
applications that bridge across display characteristics (size,
orientation, etc.) and operating systems (Windows, Linux,
Android, iOS, etc.). Our experiences with the framework
have shown the benefits of a rapid development environment for large screen applications and the need for implicit
support of mobile access and control of such interactions.
The RED Framework is currently being used by several researchers to develop applications in different scenarios ranging from healthcare, public spaces, third places and situated
gaming. These new case studies will prove essential in testing our approach to multi-display application development,
and eliciting new requirements for our framework.

5.

Figure 1: Framework Architecture providing a (1)
data model,( 2) application container, and (3) DOM
manipulation layer.

Video Demo

The video provides an overview of the motivation for a framework highlighting the key need for ease of development. A
short example is used to show the ease of developemnt and
provide an indication of the power and flkexibility of the
framework and its simple develop-deploy model. The video
finishes with some examples of the framework in operation
and draws out some of the lessons learnt from our experiences with RED.
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